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SHAREPOINT DEVELOPMENT

MICROSOFT OFFICE 365

LONE STAR 
ANALYSIS

Lone Star Analysis Inc. provides enhanced decision 
analysis, multi-discipline modeling and simulation, 
and executive advisory support services.

NIFTIT delivers SharePoint implementations for 
businesses and organizations. From highly 
advanced integrations, business forms, and 
workflow solutions, to customized SharePoint 
apps and cloud migrations, we can do it all.

BRANDED SHAREPOINT SITE

NIFTIT Creative provided a bespoke 
front-end template aligned with the Lone 
Star Analysis company branding. 
Navigation menus, announcement 
widgets, and calendar devices all respect 
organizational use of color, typography, 
and layout.

EASY-TO-CREATE DEPARTMENT SITE

NIFTIT designed a template that allows users to 
easily create a new department/team site in just a 
few simple clicks. Announcements, upcoming events, 
a calendar, and an image gallery are all integrated 
into the SharePoint site while maintaining the overall 
branding.

STAFF DIRECTORY
Staff Directory was designed for Lone 
Star Analysis users to easily search and 
update existing staff information 
created in Office 365. This feature 
effectively avoids duplication of data 
by pulling user information from a 
single source, and any update applied 
by Lone Star Analysis administrators is 
reflected in SharePoint.

ARCHIVED SITE
The Lone Star Analysis team came to 
us with a common problem faced by 
many modern organizations: how to 
facilitate connections and best manage 
documents (and resources) within a 
digitally collaborative environment.

Lone Star had too many documents 
spread across their subsites, making 
the information difficult to search and 
retrieve. Also, past documents 
necessary for future use required a 
significant amount of storage space 
that Lone Star did not have. 

To help the company organize its data, 
NIFTIT ran an audit of the documents 
within the existing site from which Lone 
Star determined what needed to be 
deleted or archived. The option to 
archive was made possible by our 
development of a site specifically for 
data that was important, but not 
needed in the immediate future by the 
organization. With NIFTIT's 
recommendations as to how best to 
manage the archiving procedure, the 
archived site became a safe space for 
Lone Star to store documents in an 
orderly and searchable manner.

IMPLEMENTATION OF DOCUMENT TAGGING

NIFTIT developed the SharePoint site as a general hub to contain all of 
Lone Star Analysis' data. Lone Star members can apply tags to 

documents and pages that they would like to easily track and 
reference, or that they think others might find interesting. Metadata 

(columns) and other settings for a category of items or documents are 
effectively managed in Microsoft SharePoint.


